It’s A Gassy World!

Before Your Experiment

- Complete ‘What do you know?’ column in KLEW chart
- Complete prelab exploration questions
- Complete prelab investigation planning questions
- Write down experimental procedure (use fair test sheet)
- Explain your experimental procedure to another group
- Revise experimental procedure
- Make a prediction
- Design a data table

During Your Experiment

- Review all safety procedures
- Review procedure for how to get the hot salt water
- Determine who will be responsible for what in your group
- Follow your experimental procedure
- Modify your procedure as needed
- Record all data and observations from your investigation on your data table
- Clean up as you go

After Your Experiment

- Complete CER (use rubric)
- Answer all post-lab assessment questions
- Complete KLEW chart
- Turn in CER, assessment questions, and KLEW chart for a grade